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Abstract—This 8 degree of freedom (DOF) robotic arm
manipulator  (RAM)  is  designed  to  help  advance  the
Smart Handle technology. This technology will help to
create exo-machines with more intuitive controls. Once
fully developed, this technology can help aid people with
upper  extremity  weaknesses.  The  arm  is  designed  to
mimic human arm movement as closely as possible. To
do this, 8 actuated DOF are implemented.  Majority of
the arm components will be 3D printed or manufactured
through a CNC process. The shoulder and elbow joints
are  assembled  with  a  multitude  of  3D  printed  parts.
Shoulder and elbow joint movement is facilitated using
circular pulleys fitted with bearings into each joint and
actuated  through  the  use  of  Bowden  Cables.  These
Bowden  Cables  are  driven  by  DC  motors.  The  wrist
joint is actuated using small high-torque servo motors.
Both the DC and servo motors are controlled using an
Arduino microcontroller, motor driver when applicable,
and LabVIEW interface.

 I INTRODUCTION
The main goal of this arm is to assist the development of

the  smart  handle,  which  is  a  novel  and  intuitive  human-
machine  interface  that  senses  inputs  from  a  user  via
stress/strain  measurements.  In  order  to  facilitate  further
research  of  the  smart  handle  technology,  a  robotic  arm
capable  of  closely  replicating  movements  of  the  human
upper  extremity  and  allowing  interfacing  with  the  smart
handle is needed.

To address the problem at hand, which is to be able to
fully actuate all 8 DOF for the smart handle inputs, we need
to be able to control the motions first. There have been other
mobility and strength devices similar to this, but none which
integrate the smart handle technology.  Due to other cost-
limiting factors that other arms have, they are expensive and
thus would be difficult to mass produce. The RAM is cost
effective,  light,  and functional,  while also including safety
features such as physical stops, and real-time motor speed
control. After the arm is developed and each DOF can be
accurately  controlled,  the  arm will  be  interfaced  with  the
smart  handle  prototype.  From  there,  development  of  the
smart handle will continue and will attempt to replace the
hard-coded instructions that originated in LabVIEW

(National Instruments, Austin, TX).

Figure 1: RAM; 1a: Elbow Joint, 1b: Wrist Joint, 1c: Full
Arm, 1d: Shoulder Joint

II DESIGN FEATURES
A. Joint Mechanisms

Looking at the shoulder and elbow joint, there are two
circular  disks  within each  joint  that  are  fitted  with  press-
fitted  ball  bearings  to  reduce  rotational  friction.  The
vertically oriented pulley disks are responsible for flexional
and extensional movements of the elbow and shoulder. The
disks slide over the custom shafts and are then fixed to said
shaft with set screws. The pulley and shaft is then rotated as
one piece by Bowden cables. A U-bracket serves as housing
for the disks and is bolted over metal links on each side to
hold all the pieces together. The horizontally oriented pulley
disks on the bottom of the U-brackets  are responsible for
circumduction  of  the  arm.  All  pulley  disks  are  controlled
with Bowden cables that are inserted through pre-made holes
in the U-bracket and then wrapped around the pulleys. The
shoulder joint serves as the template for the elbow joint apart
from one additional DOF. The shoulder joint at the top of the
arm  is  connected  to  a  DC motor  using  a  shaft  that  runs
through the hollow portion of the T-slot aluminum frame.
This generates the abduction and adduction motion for the
arm. The wrist joint is comprised of small and lightweight
pieces to prevent large moments at the end of the arm. Servo
motors are embedded in the aluminum linkages prior to the
wrist  and  are  connected  to  the  wrist  pieces  via  servo
linkages. The end effector of the wrist is fitted to work with
the connections of the smart handle prototype. 



B. Bowden Cables
In order to move the shoulder and elbow joints, Bowden

Cables are fitted around each pulley and together the two act
as  an  actuated  pulley  system.  The  cables  are  .09375”  in
diameter  and  slide  inside  a  Bowden  Conduit
measuring  .111”  on  the  inner  diameter  and  .280” on  the
outer diameter. The Bowden Conduit gives the cables shape
and allows for tensioning of said cables. Without tension the
cables could not rotate the disk joints adequately. The cables
are fed back along the length of the arm to the 214AM DC
motors  (AM  Equipment,  Jefferson,  OR),  which  will  be
responsible for actuation.

C. Control system
The  electrical  components  of  this  system consist  of  4

motor drivers (214 DC 12V, AM equipment, Jefferson, OR,
United States) to be connected with a series of DC motors,
servo motors (High-Toque Servo, Pololu, Las Vegas, United
States), and an AC/DC power supply.  The software used is a
combination  of  LabVIEW  and  LINX  (application
development  software),  utilizing  different  programming
setups to operate servo motors and DC motors. For the DC
motors,  LabVIEW  uses  two  input  buttons  to  select  the
direction of an individual motor, which then can be adjusted
specifically for a desired RPM. The LabVIEW control of the
servo motors allows for selection of angular speed, direction,
and angular position.

Figure 2: Pololu Motor Driver

III DISCUSSION
The normal ranges of motion for a human arm include

flexion  and  extension  of  the  shoulder  and  elbow,  and
abduction and adduction of the shoulder and wrist. For the
ranges of motion, the RAM is designed to function within
the typical ranges of motion for human arms. The RAM can
reach above the users head up to nearly 160 degrees as well
as flex backwards about 45 degrees.  The elbow and wrist
also share average human ranges of motion for every DOF.
Anti-rotation pegs are implemented as physical stops for the
safety of the user and they prevent the RAM from reaching
any inhuman position.

This  RAM  is  designed  to  properly  imitate  these
movements with the advantage of non-backdriveable motors.
Non-backdriveable  motors  allow  for  safe  and  controlled
movements.  Advantages  include  the  prevention  of

unauthorized use, not allowing someone to manually move
the arm without electronics being powered. The RAM can
now also hold its  position without requiring power at  any
arbitrary angle.

In order to control the 8 DOF robotic arm, sophisticated
control  algorithms  are  needed.  Due  to  the  nature  of  this
project  where  the  focus  was  on  mechanical  design  and
construction of the arm, only a basic control interface was
designed to validate its functionality.

The arm weighs  roughly  4.63 kg,  excluding  the  stand
from which the arm is suspended. Also, as mentioned before,
similar  products  have  been  found  to  be  costly  and
impractical  to  mass  produce.  This  design  altogether  costs
roughly $1000 and with further development, could be ready
for mass production depending on any changes in material.

Figure 3: User interface to control Speed and direction;
3a: AM Motor Control, 3b: Servo Motor Control

IV CONCLUSION
This paper outlines  the design for the 8 DOF RAM, a

robotic arm that serves as the basis for which smart handle
technology can be developed on. With human-like joints,
the arm is intended to mimic human anatomy and motion as
closely  as  possible.  With  each  motion  being  motor
controlled,  the  arm  can  be  programmed  to  perform
predefined  motions  by  utilizing  the  LabVIEW  software.
Future  improvements  include  replacing  the  hard-coded
commands in LabVIEW so that motion can be dictated by
the  user  in  real  time  using  the  smart  handle  technology.
Once fully developed, the RAM along with the smart handle
technology  is  applicable  for  fully  actuated  occupational
exoskeletons, tele-operation as well as for rehabilitation and
assistive devices.


